Bias Effects On Politics Perspectives
How can bias effect and prevent being rational in politics? Avoiding prejudice in the approval of
a certain group or opinion could be difficult in politics due to its social structure and influence.
We as people tend to form our opinions based on logical facts. As well as encircling ourselves
with individuals that share these same opinions. This being done by the different bias
constituents played by our rational mindset. Each bias has an impact on the perspective of
politics. This separate bias that involves has a certain influence of groups.
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Confirmational Bias is the main reason non-rational decisions are made. This bias creates an
interpretation with evidence to emphasize their own beliefs. It can go on to test how strongly
opinionated people are towards the candidates. 'The confirmation bias found in our reporting
and be willing to investigate both sides of the story, rather than simply relying on the story that
fits our narrative or opinion best' (The Link Between Politics And Confirmation Bias 2017).
Explains the instincts of the human mindset of needing to be accurate.
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Negativity Bias is a typical bias role played throughout decision making in politics. The more
intense the subject, the more negativity the feedback is. Here it is the nature of human instinct
that psychologically processed. 'Negativity bias is to be used as a predictive factor for political
attitude' (The Role Of Negative Bias In Political Judgement 2014). Then results in different
levels of analysis and factoring the pros and cons of the material.
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The Bandwagon effect is a bias that is the most impactful in politics. It has the impact of
increasing rates quickly and easily influence others. Concerning the assumptions, it is quickly
embraced and used to be achievable and fit in with the group of confirmational bias group. 'Part
of the reason people conform is that they look to other people in their social group for
information about what is right or acceptable' (The Bandwagon Effect As A Cognitive Bias
2019). The Bandwagon effect creates pressure for individuals. As quickly as they jump on they
can jump off which forms a dangerous diversion for politicians.
Conformational bias, negativity bias, and the bandwagon each play a role in politics all affect
your place in politics. They all help to form our opinions and place where we stand in the
political realm. To suit our perception and beliefs of how something should be. The influence
these biases have in the political world is very impactful. Conformational bias strongly affects
the logical reasoning behind politics. Negative bias can create a downfall for politicians.
Bandwagon can give supporters that are unsure and opinionated.
Bias' can prevent rational thinking by blocking essential views. It can create selective opinions
and change the perspective of the politician. Bias lack objective and logical thinking, and can
easily be exercised out of context. Depending on the material and conditions reasonable
speculation can become adaptive to one's mental state. This can eventually block an original
state of mind and create a new one. Eventually succeeding in opposition to rational thinking in
politics.
Bias is connected to politics by the politicians to make issues more appealing as well as the
candidate. This causes individuals to hold power over the candidate. Bias play an important part
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in deciding the candidate's placement. Including each individuals' beliefs and opinions towards
the problem.
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